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Abstract

The analysis of Floating-Point-related issues in HPC codes is becoming a topic of major
interest. First, parallel computing and code optimization often break the reproducibility
of numerical results across machines, compilers and even executions of the same program.
Second, mixed precision is more and more used to reduce memory footprint and bandwidth
wherever possible, thereby benefiting more from SIMD units.

This paper presents how the Verrou tool can help during all stages of the Floating-Point
analysis of HPC codes: diagnostic, debugging and optimization. Recent developments of
Verrou are presented, along with examples illustrating the interest of these new features for
industrial codes.

As an example, Verrou allows debugging code aster, an industrial, parallel, mixed-
precision code for the simulation of structural mechanics. Re-using existing infrastructure
from the non-regression testing process, setting up Verrou requires limited effort. The first
useful debugging information can be obtained after only 25 minutes, while the full automated
debugging process takes 10 hours to complete.

Keywords: Floating-point arithmetic, Verrou, mixed precision, Verification & Valida-
tion

1 Introduction

Floating-Point (FP) arithmetic is becoming a hotter and hotter topic in High-Performance Com-
puting (HPC). First, high computational performance is often achieved at the expense of a loss
of control over the order in which FP operations are executed. Vectorizing code is a crucial part
of the necessary optimizations to leverage the full power of modern CPUs [22]. However, loop
vectorization (especially for reductions) often requires using algorithms which have the same
semantics as sequential ones for real, but not FP arithmetic.

Even without changing the algorithms and source code of a program, aggressive compiler
optimizations often achieve greater performance by changing the order in which FP instructions
are executed (e.g. automatic vectorization) or simplifying arithmetic expressions (using real
arithmetic semantics).

Moreover, the exact same binary executable is not always executed in the same way on modern
hardware: whether parallelism is used at the scale of multi-core processors, multi-processor nodes
or multi-node clusters, it involves running concurrent computations, often without much control
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on the order in which they are executed (the cost of a synchronization ensuring repeatability in
the order of computation is often considered too large).

Since FP arithmetic is not associative, this change in the order of operations leads to a loss of
the reproducibility of the results, which can in turn have a wide array of consequences, ranging
from benign difficulties in the debugging process, to more serious issues with the Verification &
Validation (V&V) process.

Second, optimizing the use of FP precision is often key to achieving high performance. Using
smaller-precision FP numbers allows reducing the memory bandwidth usage as well as increasing
the number of simultaneous FP operations performed by a single SIMD instructions. Therefore,
high FP precision should only be used where it is needed to ensure the required results quality;
FP precision should be reduced everywhere possible. With the current trend of ever increasing
SIMD register widths (for example, AVX-512 introduces 256-bit registers), and the large number
of available FP formats since IEEE 754-2008 [14], such code optimizations are not to be neglected.
Over the last few years, the use of mixed precision has therefore become a point of major interest
for the HPC community [18, 24, 21]. However, it is important to keep in mind that optimizing
mixed precision programs should always be considered as a search for the optimal balance between
results accuracy and run times. The quantification of FP-related losses of accuracy is an essential
part of this process.

In this paper, we present how the Verrou tool [9] can help deal with these issues in the context
of large, industrial, high-performance scientific computing codes such as the ones developed and
used by leading actors in the industry. Verrou is a free tool based on Valgrind, available under
an open-source licence at http://github.com/edf-hpc/verrou.

Verrou is mainly developed by EDF, the main French electric utility, which heavily relies on
Scientific Computing Codes (SCC) and numerical simulation to operate its industrial processes.
As such, Verrou primarily targets development teams which need techniques and tools to address
FP-related issues, both for the development and debugging of SCCs and for their Verification &
Validation.

Part 2 of this paper presents an overview of the FP analysis techniques and tools. In part 3,
the Verrou tool and its architecture will be briefly presented. Emphasis will be put on the recent
development of new features, released in version 2.1.0 and specifically targeting high-performance
codes. This part will also concentrate on the core features of Verrou, which are related to the
diagnostic of FP issues. This is in contrast to part 4, where the debugging features of Verrou and
its ecosystem will be detailed. Part 5 will be devoted to more methodological topics and show
how Verrou can be used to debug large industrial scientific computing codes and help optimize
their use of mixed precision.

The interest of the various features described in this paper will be illustrated by examples
taken from the analysis of code aster [2], a structural mechanics simulation tool of more than 1.2M
lines of code. A previous study [11] details the complete analysis and debugging of code aster,
and shows how the FP analysis process with Verrou can greatly complement a more traditional
Quality Assurance (QA) process. In the case of code aster, this QA process relies on around
4 000 test cases, of which around 2 000 are run daily.

2 Overview of FP analysis techniques & tools

Studying the impact of Floating-Point arithmetic on the quality of results computed by scientific
computing codes is not a new topic. Even after it was standardized in IEEE-754, FP arithmetic
has been considered a tricky and error-prone subject [12], and much work has therefore been
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devoted to tools and techniques helping to diagnose FP-related losses of accuracy in computing
codes.

2.1 Guaranteed methods

Some of these techniques, such as Interval or Affine Arithmetic [23, 15] give strong guarantees on
the results, but can produce largely overestimated error bounds and are often limited to small
programs. Such techniques and tools are therefore much used for the verification of small but
crucial parts of larger programs (such as for example the computation of mathematical function
in the standard libm [7]) or of full programs which can have large impacts (such as all Cyber-
Physical Systems [3, 1]).

An important advantage of these guaranteed methods is their ability to provide guarantees
for a range of inputs, in contrast to other techniques presented hereafter, which often provide
only unwarranted indications that are only valid for a single input dataset.

2.2 Comparison between several precisions

Other techniques can be used, such as the comparison between an analyzed result and a reference
computed in higher precision. Such techniques offer far less guarantees, but are far simpler.
For example, fpDebug [4] performs the Dynamic Binary Instrumentation (DBI) of an input
executable, in order to compare each floating-point value in the program with one obtained with
higher precision. FpDebug outputs a graph indicating, for each floating-point operation, whether
inaccuracies come from input data or from the operation itself.

The rpe [6] library uses the same idea in a reversed way: it emulates the use of reduced
floating-point precision in order to estimate whether some parts of the program might be re-
developed in reduced precision without entailing too much change in the results.

Tools like Precimonious [24] also rely on comparisons between single-, double-, and quadruple-
precision results in order to automatically determine which variables in a program can benefit
from using a lower precision without perturbing the results too much. This results in an optimized
mixed-precision implementation. In this case, program instrumentation is performed at the
compilation level (based on LLVM).

2.3 Stochastic arithmetic

Between theses two classes of techniques, the broad family of stochastic methods give far less
guarantees, but are much more adapted to large and complex programs such as those developed
by the HPC community to meet the industrial need for high-fidelity simulations of physical sys-
tems. Stochastic methods model the inaccuracies introduced by round-off errors as uncertainties
on the results of computations. These uncertainties are estimated by transforming inaccurate
results into random variables, which can be sampled and studied in a statistical way. Two main
stochastic methods have emerged.

On the one hand, the CESTAC methodology [27] models round-off errors by random rounding:
the result of every inexact computation in a program is randomly rounded upward or downward.
This effectively transforms the global result of a complete computation into a random variable,
of which the standard deviation can be linked (under some hypotheses) to the inaccuracy of
the results. CADNA [16, 19] is the most used library implementing Discrete Stochastic Arith-
metic (DSA), a synchronous variant of CESTAC in which all random samples of a given operation
are computed at once. Using CADNA requires accessing and modifying the source code of the
analyzed program, which is not always easy or even possible for large code bases. Nevertheless,
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successful uses of CADNA have been reported on large simulation codes [20], which validates
the adequateness of the CESTAC method in industrial contexts.

PROMISE [13] is a mixed-precision optimization tool which leverages the same kinds of
algorithms as Precimonious to find optimal sets of variables which could use lower-precision
floating-point numbers. In contrast to Precimonious, PROMISE relies on CADNA to assess the
validity of the mixed-precision configurations that it considers.

On the other hand, Monte-Carlo Arthmetic (MCA) [26] models several types of FP-related
problems while allowing the user to choose an arbitrary “virtual precision”. This allows estimat-
ing the behavior of a given program with a different precision than what appears in its source
code, in contrast to CESTAC, which always models round-off errors at the precision which is im-
plemented in the program. MCA is implemented in various libraries such as mcalib [10]. Tools
such as Verificarlo [8] allow leveraging the full power of MCA for the analysis of large, industrial
code bases. Verificarlo presents itself as a custom compiler based on LLVM, and implements
MCA by instrumenting programs at the end of the compilation, after most optimization passes.

This paper focuses on Verrou, an FP analysis tool which performs the Dynamic Binary
Instrumentation (DBI) of any given program. This eliminates the need for an instrumentation
of the program sources or even a recompilation.

Verrou originally addressed diagnostics and debugging, and implemented several forms of
random rounding: an asynchronous CESTAC method, and a variant of MCA with virtual preci-
sion equal to the real precision. We describe hereafter how recent versions of Verrou have been
extended to implement other forms of FP analysis, and also address mixed-precision-related
issues.

3 Presentation of the Verrou tool

Verrou is a tool aiming at helping diagnose, debug and optimize FP-related issues in large,
industrial scientific computing codes. An earlier version of the Verrou tool has been presented
in [9], where internal arithmetic-related algorithms were presented in detail. Only the most
important aspects of Verrou will be recalled here, and this paper will rather focus on recent
developments in Verrou, released in version 2.1.0. Specifically, the features related to the use of
Verrou for the diagnosis of mixed precision programs will be detailed. Also, this paper will focus
more on the presentation of the features themselves, and less on the internal implementation.

From a user standpoint, Verrou instruments the program (in its binary form), replacing each
FP instruction in it with a variant implementing another type of FP arithmetic. Results of
the computation are output like in any normal execution, except that they are affected by the
cumulative effect of all perturbed FP instructions. Analyzing the observed change in the results
allows estimating the global impact of FP arithmetic for the code.

In its recent versions, the architecture of Verrou closely follows this description, with 3 major
components which will be described in more details in the remainder of this section.

• The front-end is the part of Verrou responsible for running the user-given program, replac-
ing each FP instruction with a variant.

• The back-end implements variants of all FP instructions, effectively defining a new arith-
metic to be used in place of the original one. Different back-ends can be used in Verrou,
implementing various arithmetics.

• A post-processing stage is needed in order to analyze the effect resulting from the use of
an alternate arithmetic. This is mostly left for the user to implement, but advice can be
given as to what kind of post-processing should be performed.
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This architecture of Verrou in three parts stems from the Interflop1 initiative, which aims at
providing a uniform API allowing interoperability between front-ends and back-ends of several
FP intrumentation tools such as Verrou and Verificarlo [8].

3.1 Front-end

Verrou is based on Valgrind to perform a Dynamic Binary Instrumentation (DBI) of the given
program, and replace each FP instruction by a variant implemented by the user-chosen back-end.

The main advantage of using Valgrind is the ease of use of Verrou for end-users: there is no
need to manually change the program or even recompile it. All that is needed is to prefix the
usual command-line with in order to invoke Valgrind with the Verrou tool:

valgrind --tool=verrou [VERROU ARGS] PROGRAM [ARGS]

The development teams of many scientific codes already rely on Valgrind for their mem-
ory debugging, so that defining such command-line prefixes might even already be part of the
standard development-test-debugging routine.

It is also worth noting that relying on DBI makes the core parts of Verrou independent of
the tools or languages used for the development of the program. Verrou is therefore language-
agnostic: it works for multi-language applications such as code aster [11], which internally uses
Fortran, C, C++ and Python. Successful uses of Verrou have also been reported with languages
less commonly used by the HPC community, such as JAVA or Rust. For the same reasons, Verrou
works with any compiler and set of compilation options, which allows instrumenting programs
exactly as they will later be used for industrial purposes. A consequence of great importance for
the HPC community is that Verrou is naturally compatible with any MPI implementation:

mpirun [MPI ARGS] valgrind --tool=verrou [VERROU ARGS] PROGRAM [ARGS]

Also, programs analyzed with Verrou are not restricted in the libraries that they use: Verrou
can analyze any part of the program as a whole, even third-party libraries, even closed-source.
Again, it might be of interest for the HPC community to note that Verrou can also instrument
multi-threaded applications using any framework (pthreads, tbb, OpenMP. . . ). But an impor-
tant limitation of Valgrind in this case is that threads will be “sequentialized”, which may incur
a large performance overhead.

In the commands above, VERROU ARGS allows changing several aspects of Verrou, particularly
the arithmetic back-end to be used (described in the next paragraph). It is also worth noting
that the Verrou front-end can be instructed to only instrument part of a program. This feature
is key to the debugging methodologies described in part 4.

3.2 Back-ends

Several back-ends in Verrou define variants of FP arithmetic to be used in place of the stan-
dard FP arithmetic. The back-end to be used in a given analysis can be selected using the
--rounding-mode command-line option to Verrou.

Before entering the details of what type of arithmetic is implemented in each back-end, we
discuss here a generic feature which all back-ends implement. When a Not-a-Number (NaN)
appears in the results, Verrou emits a Valgrind error, which is reported to the user, along with
the current back-trace. When combined with the usual Valgrind debugging features, this allows
for an integrated debugging process.

1https://github.com/interflop/interflop
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Another interesting point to mention here is the verification process of Verrou itself. Recent
versions rely on the UCB Floating-Point tests database2 to check the correctness of all arithmetic
backends in all cases. This includes tricky corner cases such as denormalized numbers, non-finite
values, positive and negative zeros, etc. Provided that Verrou has access to Fused Multiplication
and Addition (FMA) operations, its back-ends correctly pass all UCB tests.

The verification process of Verrou also relies on a set of small programs which include various
types of operations (including FMA). For these programs, tests are performed to check that
rounding modes emulated by Verrou produce the exact same results as when the program is run
without Verrou and the corresponding roundings are performed by the hardware.

3.2.1 Deterministic Rounding (DR)

In order to debug Verrou itself and check for instrumentation-induced non-reproducibilities, a
Deterministic Rounding back-end re-implements within Verrou any of the 4 standard rounding
modes defined by IEEE-754. This back-end can also be used as a cheap way of assessing the
impact of round-off errors in FP computations. As discussed in [17], some insight on FP errors
can be obtained from the comparison of a few results obtained with the same program, using
different rounding modes.

As an extension to this scheme, an additional 5th deterministic rounding mode can be em-
ulated by Verrou. Named “farthest” (--rounding-mode=farthest), this mode always rounds inexact
computations in the opposite way to the standard round-to-nearest mode.

3.2.2 Random Rounding (RR)

The historical Verrou backend implements a stochastic arithmetic variant in which the result of
each inexact FP instruction is randomly rounded either upward or downward. Depending on
the chosen probability law, this can be similar to an asynchronous CESTAC arithmetic [27] or a
variant of Monte-Carlo Arithmetic [26].

• --rounding-mode=average: in this mode, the probability of rounding upward or downward
is determined such that the expected value of the randomly rounded result equals the real
mathematical result. Suppose an operation z = x ◦ y is to be computed, where x and y are
the (FP) operands, z is the real result, and ◦ ∈ {+,−,×,÷} is the operator. The randomly
rounded result Z is defined with probabilities given by

P[Z = z] =
z̄ − z
z̄ − z

and P[Z = z̄] =
z − z
z̄ − z

,

such that

E[Z] = z.

In the equations above, z and z̄ respectivey denote the value of z rounded downward
and upward. With the terminology defined in [26], this mode is equivalent to an “output
precision bounding” MCA in which the virtual precision is set to the actual FP precision.

• --rounding-mode=random: in this mode, roundings are upward or downard equiprobably.
With the notations defined above, we have

P[Z = z] = P[Z = z̄] =
1

2
.

This is equivalent to an asynchronous CESTAC arithmetic.

2http://www.netlib.org/fp/ucbtest.tgz
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-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------

Operation Instruction count Operation Instruction count

‘- Precision ‘- Precision

‘- Vectorization ‘- Vectorization

-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------

add 216251889 div 23350051

‘- flt 4761556 ‘- flt 597054

‘- llo 2074760 ‘- llo 597054

‘- vec4 328316 ‘- dbl 22752997

‘- vec8 2358480 ‘- llo 22752997

‘- dbl 211490333 --------------------------------------

‘- llo 210679861 mAdd 71551834

‘- vec2 808672 ‘- flt 71543338

‘- vec4 1800 ‘- llo 71543338

-------------------------------------- ‘- dbl 8496

sub 32673605 ‘- llo 8496

‘- flt 6115214 --------------------------------------

‘- llo 6115214 conv 2227250

‘- dbl 26558391 ‘- dbl=>flt 614010

‘- llo 26558391 ‘- scal 614010

-------------------------------------- ‘- flt=>dbl 1594854

mul 327064720 ‘- scal 1594854

‘- flt 12151586 ‘- dbl=>int 707

‘- llo 9464790 ‘- scal 707

‘- vec4 328316 ‘- dbl=>sht 17679

‘- vec8 2358480 ‘- scal 17679

‘- dbl 314913134 --------------------------------------

‘- llo 313498574

‘- vec2 1412796

‘- vec4 1764

--------------------------------------

Figure 1: Number of FP operations output by Verrou for a run of code aster on test case
ttlv300a

Changes to this back-end have recently been introduced in order to correctly verify mixed-
precision programs: type conversions subject to rounding (e.g. double → float) are now
instrumented and perturbed when applicable. To the authors’ knowledge, Verrou is the first tool
based on stochastic arithmetic which correctly handles type conversions.

Figure 1 illustrates the need for correctly handling these conversions. This listing presents
the number of FP operations, as output by Verrou at the end of the execution of a code aster
calculation. This calculation (performed on the ttlv300a test case) makes use of complex
third-party libraries, such as the PETSc double-precision fGMRES solver preconditioned by a
single-precision direct linear solver from the MUMPS library. As can be seen in the number of
operations, a significant fraction of the FP operations have been performed in single precision. For
example, around 19% of the subtractions, and more than 99% of the FMAs (Fused Multiplication
and Addition) have used single precision in this case. Around 28% of the type conversions are
potentially inexact double → float conversions.

3.2.3 Reduced Precision (RP)

A Reduced-Precision back-end has been introduced in newer versions of Verrou. As its name
suggests, this back-end emulates the use of an IEEE-754-compliant FP arithmetic with reduced
precision. It is currently implemented in only one variant, which reduces double precision FP
numbers to single precision. This is similar to what is performed in the rpe library [6], except
that Verrou performs the analysis directly at the level of the executable binary, rather than by
instrumenting the sources like what is needed for rpe.

For legacy Fortran codes, which often feature a monolithic architecture, such a feature can be
an easy way to foresee any problem which might arise when reducing the FP precision of variables.
For more modern codes, for example developed in C++ with templated FP type, developers are
often better served by simply recompiling their project with the reduced precision.

This back-end really shines when it is combined with the Verrou features allowing to restrict
the scope of perturbations to only part of a program: functions and/or source code lines. In this
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case, Verrou allows emulating any mixed-precision variant of the program, where an arbitrary
part uses single-precision arithmetic, while the rest remains in double precision. Debugging and
optimization methodologies relying on such techniques are detailed in part 5.

3.3 Post-processing

Due to the changes introduced by the arithmetic emulated by Verrou, each execution of a given
program (with a given dataset) produces perturbed results. An analysis of these results should
be performed in order to assess the impact of FP arithmetic on the results quality.

Such post-processing is highly dependent on the nature and format of the results and, as
such, it is mostly left for the user to implement for their own code. However in most instances,
only a limited amount of work is needed when a Quality Assurance process with automated non-
regression testing has been put in place. For example, it is possible to simply check whether the
non-regression test suite succeeds when running the program within Verrou with the reduced-
precision arithmetic back-end. If so, this gives a good indication that the program can be changed
to use single-precision FP arithmetic while remaining “valid”.

Post-processing can get more complicated in the case of stochastic arithmetic, where several
sampled results are needed to compute statistics. This aspect is detailed in [25]. It is shown there
that several statistics can be computing, yielding different accuracy estimators along with the
corresponding confidence intervals. In particular, if it can be assumed (or verified in practice)
that perturbed results follow a Gaussian distribution, the authors recommend computing the
quantity

ŝcnh = − log2

(
σ̂

µ̂

)
− δcnh,

where µ̂ and σ̂ respectively denote the sample average and variance, and δcnh is a tabulated
quantity depending on the number of samples and the targeted level of confidence. The computed
quantity ŝcnh gives a lower bound for the number of significant bits (i.e bits which can be expected
to be found in agreement between successive runs of the same computation).

4 Debugging HPC codes with Verrou

The core features of Verrou which have been presented above aim at diagnosing and quanti-
fying FP-related losses of accuracy. However, these features can also be leveraged to set up
methodologies aiming at debugging FP-related issues in industrial codes.

This debugging methodology is based on two techniques, aiming at detecting different kinds
of FP-related issues.

1. Unstable tests are tests for which the branch taken depends on previous round-off errors).
These can be detected by combining a Verrou analysis to a code coverage analysis. The
analyzed program can be recompiled so that it generates code coverage data3. After a
standard run and another run perturbed by Verrou, code coverages can be compared in
order to determine where execution flows differ.

2. Unstable functions (or source code lines) are parts of the code which, when perturbed,
produce large perturbations in the results. The detection of such unstable code parts uses

3With gcc, this is performed for example using the -fprofile-arcs -ftest-coverage command-line switches
during compilation. Later, code-coverage data can be analyzed using the gcov utility.
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Data: ∆search: search space (set of symbols or lines)
Data: ∆fixed: list of validated deltas (default: empty)
Data: g: granularity (default value 2)

{∆1, . . . ,∆g} ← split(∆search, g) ;

for j ∈ J1, gK do
if test(∆fixed + ∆j) = 3 then

return DDmax(∆search −∆j ,∆fixed + ∆j , g − 1);
end

end

if g = size(∆search) then
return ∆fixed ;

end

return DDmax(∆search,∆fixed,min(2 g, size(∆search))) ;

Algorithm 1: DDmax, as implemented in verrou dd

the Delta-Debugging [28] algorithm to perform a binary search in the source code. It
heavily relies on the Verrou ability to restrict the scope of FP perturbations to a part of
the source code. A dedicated utility in the Verrou ecosystem, verrou dd, automates most
of the Delta-Debugging process.

No specific development has been made recently regarding unstable tests detection, and this
feature will not be detailed further here; the interested reader can get the details in [11]. However,
recent improvements have been incorporated into verrou dd. They are described in more details
in the following paragraphs.

4.1 Delta-Debugging algorithms

The Delta-Debugging methodology [29, 28] is built in the Verrou ecosystem thanks to the
verrou dd utility, which automates the full process. The Delta-Debugging process is based
on two key ingredients:

• A search space, i.e. a set ∆ of program parts in which instabilities are to be searched for.
In our case, this is a list of functions (or source code lines), which is automatically built by
verrou dd.

• A test function, which determines whether introducing Verrou-induced perturbations in a
subset of ∆ produces instabilities. Most of this testing process is automated, but two user-
defined scripts are required in order to specify how to run the analyzed program and how
to validate its results. Based on these two user-defined scripts, the automatically-generated
test function either validates (3) a given subset of ∆, or detects instabilities (7) in it.

As an illustration, at the beginning of the Delta-Debugging process, the test function should
fulfill the two following requirements:

• test (∆) = 7: perturbing the whole program leads to instabilities (i.e. there are problems
to look for);

• test ({}) = 3: perturbing no part of the program should produce an acceptable result.
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Data: ∆search: search space (set of symbols or lines)
Data: g: granularity (default value 2)

{∆1, . . . ,∆g} ← split(∆search, g) ;

for j ∈ J1, gK do
if test(∆j) = 7 then

return DDmin(∆j , 2);
end

end

for j ∈ J1, gK do
if test(∆search −∆j) = 7 then

return DDmin(∆search −∆j , g − 1);
end

end

if g = size(∆search) then
return ∆search ;

end

return DDmin(∆search,min(2g, size(∆search))) ;

Algorithm 2: Zeller’s DDmin

Initial versions of the Delta-Debugging used the DDmax algorithm (cf. alg. 1), which returns
a 1-maximal stable subset ∆max ⊂ ∆, characterized by:

test(∆max) = 3,

test(∆max ∪ {δ}) = 7, ∀δ ∈ ∆.

In other words, all program parts (functions or source code lines) in ∆max can be perturbed
together, without producing invalid results. But as soon as another program part is perturbed,
instabilities appear. For practical use, verrou dd returns the set ∆−∆max.

The DDmax algorithm is traditionally described in the literature, and implemented, in terms
of its DDmin counterpart (see below). However, verrou dd implements a standalone DDmax
algorithm, presented in algorithm 1, which avoids some of the work and is therefore a bit more
efficient.

Recent versions of Verrou include extensions to the verrou dd tool, which leverage Zeller’s
DDmin algorithm (cf. alg. 2). This algorithm returns a 1-minimal subset of symbol ∆min ⊂ ∆,
characterized by

test(∆min) = 7,

test (∆min − {δ}) = 3, ∀δ ∈ ∆min.

In other words, instabilities appear as soon as all parts in ∆min are perturbed together; no single
part of ∆min can be left unperturbed without making instabilities disappear. DDmin is used by
verrou dd in the following recursive process (cf. alg. 3):

1. search for a minimal subset generating instabilities,

2. remove this subset from the search space,
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Data: ∆: search space (set of symbols or lines)

∆current ← ∆ ;
R← {} ;

while test(∆current) = 7 do
∆min ← DDmin(∆current);
R← R ∪ {∆min} ;
∆current ← ∆current −∆min ;

end

return R;

Algorithm 3: Recursive DDmin (rDDmin)

3. restart the process if there are still instabilities to find.

This recursive DDmin (rDDmin) algorithm has nice properties. First, rDDmin produces a
set of unstable subsets. This is a richer information than DDmax algorithm, which would in
principle4 return the union of all these subsets.

This is illustrated in Table 1, which shows the output of verrou dd using the rDDmin algo-
rithm for code aster on the same test-case as in section 3.2.2 and Figure 1. In this case, a total
of 32 functions (or rather, symbols) are detected as unstable (in the sense of 1-minimality). A
DDmax algorithm could have returned the same 32 unstable symbols, but rDDmin results are
structured in a finer way. 30 of these symbols are unstable by themselves, but 2 are coupled
together, forming rDDmin subset #2: these two symbols produce instabilities only if they are
perturbed together.

Second, each DDmin step produces results which are immediately useful; the user can start
analyzing them even before the full algorithm terminates. In the example of Table 1, around
10 hours are needed for the whole rDDmin algorithm to terminate its search fro unstable sym-
bols. However, the first unstable symbol (KSPFGMRESBuildSoln from PETSc) is found after only
25 minutes, which allows the user to start investigating much sooner.

These results also highlight the role played by third-party libraries and the interaction be-
tween them. Unsurprisingly, a significant fraction of the unstable symbols are found in linear
algebra libraries such as PETSc or OpenBLAS, for algorithms related to dot products. In these
cases, additional information like Call Site Paths (CSP) would be very useful to help determine
whether which parts of the program itself (code aster in this case) should be investigated. Such
information is already available with tools like Veritracer [5], and are an important perspective
for the development of Verrou.

4.2 Delta-Debugging in stochastic contexts

The algorithms mentioned above were designed for deterministic test functions. When the test
function involves Stochastic Arithmetic, as it is the case with Verrou, successes and failures get
non-deterministic. A practical way to deal with this issue consists in performing several Verrou
samples within each call to the test function. As soon as one Verrou sample fails the user-
defined validation criteria, the test is considered to be failing. Conversely, the test succeeds if all
Verrou samples meet the user-defined criteria. By increasing the number of samples5 the test

4The set of unstable program parts is not unique; it depends on the order in which subsets are tested.
5The VERROU DD NRUNS environment variable allows controlling this parameter.
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Table 1: DDmin subsets output by verrou dd for code aster on test case ttlv300a with 10
Verrou samples.

rDDmin Symbol name Library
subset

1 KSPFGMRESBuildSoln libpetsc.so.3.8.2

2 KSPFGMRESCycle libpetsc.so.3.8.2
KSPGMRESClassicalGramSchmidtOrthogonalization libpetsc.so.3.8.2

3 MatMult SeqAIJ libpetsc.so.3.8.2

4 VecMAXPY Seq libpetsc.so.3.8.2

5 VecMDot Seq libpetsc.so.3.8.2

6 smumps fac asm master m MOD smumps fac a... asterd

7 smumps fac front aux m MOD smumps fac mq... asterd

8 smumps fac front aux m MOD smumps fac mq... asterd

9 amumpm asterd

10 amumpp asterd

11 ascopr asterd

12 assvec asterd

13 daxpy k HASWELL libopenblasp-r0.2.12.so

14 ddot k HASWELL libopenblasp-r0.2.12.so

15 dfdm3d asterd

16 dscal k HASWELL libopenblasp-r0.2.12.so

17 elraga asterd

18 elrfdf asterd

19 elrfvf asterd

20 op0024 asterd

21 sgemm kernel HASWELL libopenblasp-r0.2.12.so

22 smumps facto send arrowheads asterd

23 smumps gather solution asterd

24 smumps ldlt asm niv12 . omp fn.0 asterd

25 smumps solve driver asterd

26 smumps solve node . omp fn.7 asterd

27 strsm kernel LN HASWELL libopenblasp-r0.2.12.so

28 strsm kernel LT HASWELL libopenblasp-r0.2.12.so

29 te0051 asterd

30 te0054 asterd

31 te0057 asterd

32 te0061 asterd
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Table 2: Comparison of ddmax and rddmin algorithm for an evaluation of test function with 2,5
and 10 samples

Algorithm Total First
(#samples) #tests #runs #tests #runs %Success %Failure

DDmax(2) 17.0 24.2 17.0 24.2 8.6 70.6
rDDmin(2) 18.2 29.4 6.9 10.9 30.6 49.0

DDmax(5) 21.1 50.2 21.1 50.2 72.0 20.0
rDDmin(5) 18.0 49.9 6.5 17.9 86.0 10.0

DDmax(10) 22.3 81.5 22.3 81.5 99.4 0.4
rDDmin(10) 17.7 75.6 6.1 26.4 99.6 0.2

function can approach a deterministic behavior. However, this often increases prohibitively the
computational cost of the Delta-Debugging.

The numerical experience reported in table 2 aims at evaluating the effectiveness and robust-
ness of the DDmax and rDDmin algorithms with respect to the non-determinism of the test

function. In this experiment, the Delta-Debugging is performed with a fake Verrou, which simu-
lates a program comprising 10 symbols. 3 of these symbols, randomly distributed in the ∆ list,
independently produce failures with probability 0.5.

Table 2 reports a comparison of the DDmax and rDDmin algorithms, each tested with 2, 5
and 10 Verrou samples per evaluation of the test function. The same experiment is performed
500 times, and averaged results are presented in the table columns:

• Total #tests (resp. #runs): total number of test function calls (resp. number of
individual runs of the analyzed program) for the whole DD algorithm;

• First #tests (resp. #runs): number of test function calls (resp. number of individual
program runs) needed to obtain the first useful result;

• %success: fraction of experiments where the unstable set produced contains the 3 unstable
symbols and only these;

• %fail: fraction of experiments where false positive are found. Finding a strict subset of the
expected result is neither considered a fail nor success, which explains why %fail + %suc-
cess 6= 100%.

The main result reported table 2 is that rDDmin performs almost always better that DDmax
for all metrics. In terms of computational cost, rDDmin needs approximately 3 times less runs
of the analyzed program before it produces its first useful result. Although both algorithms
perform similarly for a relatively large numbers of samples (10), the results relevance is improved
by rDDmin when using a reduced number of samples (2 or 5). And this metric does not take
into account the structure of the partition of 1-minimal set.

4.3 Filtering

A last improvement, which is valid for both rDDmin and DDmax, consists in reducing the search
space (i.e. the ∆ set in the DD terminology). In previous versions of Verrou, the search space
contained all symbols during the execution of Verrou. In recent versions of Verrou, the generation
of the ∆ set only considers symbol which contain instrumented FP operations.
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Figure 2: Full process for the analysis and optimization of a scientific computing code with
Verrou

For code aster, with the test case ttlv300a, this pre-filtering of the ∆ set leads to a drastic
reduction of the number of symbols considered by the Delta-Debugging: from an initial list
comprising 4459 symbols, the filtered set is reduced to only 154 symbols. With such a small
resulting search space, one could wonder whether using a Delta-Debugging algorithm is still an
optimal choice.

5 Optimizing mixed precision with Verrou

The debugging techniques presented above can be used to optimize mixed-precision implemen-
tations of a given code. Indeed, two complementary workflows can be devised, which help
developers decide where high FP precision is needed and, conversely, for which variables a low
FP precision might be sufficient.
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5.1 Double/Stochastic Reference

The “stochastic reference” methodology used by PROMISE [13] can provide the basis for a first
Verrou-based way of finding optimal uses of mixed precision in a given program.

This methodology relies on the assumption that the program produces “valid” results in
double precision (i.e. results which meet user-defined quality criteria). The validity of these
results can either be postulated (in which case double-precision results are taken as reference
without further questioning), or verified using Verrou with its Random Rounding back-end (in
which case reference results could be obtained by averaging the results produced by all double-
precision Verrou samples).

The same test case then can be run again, this time using Verrou with its Reduced Preci-
sion back-end (see §3.2.3). A comparison between reduced-precision results and the reference
allows determining whether more work needs to be done. If reduced-precision results meet the
user-defined quality criteria, then the whole program could benefit from using single precision
variables, without affecting results quality too much. Conversely, if reduced-precision results
are too different from the reference, then the Delta-Debugging techniques described above can
be used to determine which parts of the program have to keep using double-precision variables.
Everything else should be considered for the introduction of single-precision variables.

5.2 Full Stochastic

A second optimization methodology can be devised, which is closer in spirit to the so-called “Full
Stochastic” methodology of the PROMISE tool.

In contrast to the method presented above, this methodology is based on a single-precision
version of the analyzed program. As such, it is probably more adapted to newer scientific
computing codes, where the possibility to (uniformly) change the FP precision is often built-in
(for example via typedefs or C++ templates).

This time, a direct application of the Verrou Delta-Debugging techniques exhibits the program
parts which have to be switched back to double precision (or redesigned with more accurate
algorithms).

5.3 Overview of a full debugging and optimization process

Figure 2 presents a full Verrou-based workflow which can be used to analyze, debug and optimize
industrial HPC codes in mixed precision. Actions printed in orange in the figure correspond to
setup work, which needs to be done once in order to take into account the specifics of the analyzed
program. Actions printed in red correspond to manual steps which have to be performed by the
user.

The process starts with a program to analyze and the associated dataset. The user may then
proceed to the standard diagnostics procedure, based on the Random Rounding Verrou backend.
At this stage, the only work required consists in extracting the results of interest for the code
output, and decide on relevant analysis criteria. Usually, for industrial codes with an emphasis
on Quality Assurance, much of this preliminary work has already been performed, for example
in order to setup non-regression testing.

At the end of the diagnostics, the user should have enough insight to determine whether code
results are sufficiently accurate. If not, a first good option might be to try and find another
smaller unstable test case, which will simplify and speed-up the debugging process.

Once a simple enough test case has been identified, the user may proceed to a debugging
stage. Experience shows that a simple analysis and comparison of the program output between
Verrou samples sometimes allows to quickly find the origin of errors. This comparison might
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consider not only the results themselves, but also the full log of the computation (number of
iterations. . . ) and the number of FP operations counted and output by Verrou. If such a simple
analysis is not fruitful, the user may use more complex debugging methodologies, relying either
on code coverage comparisons in order to find unstable tests, or on Delta Debugging in order to
find unstable functions or source code lines. In both cases, some work is required in order to
setup these debugging processes.

After the debugging stage, the user should be able to try and implement fixes in the program
(whether by changing the code itself, its parameters, or the test-case).

Once all FP-related issues have been fixed and the program produces sufficiently accurate
results, the optimization stage may begin. Depending on the program being analyzed, the user
may choose between the “Full Stochastic” and “Double/Stochastic Reference” methodologies
described above.

With the “Full Stochastic” methodology, some work needs to be done in order to reduce the
FP precision in the program (or in a part of it). The same diagnostics & debugging process can
then be started over with this reduced-precision code. However, the debugging process should be
easier since a natural fix consists in increasing the precision for all detected unstable code parts.
At the end of this process, the developer should have an optimized mixed-precision version of
the program, which meets the accuracy criteria on the given test case.

The “Double/Stochastic Reference” methodology might be more adapted to legacy code,
where it is often difficult – if possible at all – to change the FP precision. Indeed, no additional
work is needed for this optimization methodology. The diagnostics process just needs to be
started over, this time using the Reduced Precision Verrou backend. Unstable parts of the
program that are detected this way are parts of the code which have to remain in double precision.
At the end of this process, developers should have enough insight to guide the development of
an optimized mixed-precision version of the program.

6 Conclusions

Verrou is an open-source tool which aims at helping development teams during the whole
Floating-Point analysis process, from diagnosing FP-related issues, to debugging them, and
finally optimize the code for mixed-precision. Verrou specifically targets large, industrial, high-
performance codes, and is freely available under an open-source licence at

http://github.com/edf-hpc/verrou

In this paper, we presented various new features which have been recently been implemented
in Verrou and released in version 2.1.0. These features extend the original capabilities of Verrou,
and target more specifically the HPC needs.

The diagnostics stage of the Verrou analysis mainly relies on Random Rounding. This feature
has been adapted and extended correctly handle mixed precision codes, which nowadays represent
a fair share of the HPC codes.

As for the debugging stage of the analysis, the Verrou ecosystem provide a dedicated verrou dd

utility which automates most of the search for unstable code parts. This utility, which relies on
the Delta-Debugging family of algorithms by Zeller, has been extensively reworked. It now in-
cludes a new Recursive DDmin (rDDmin) algorithm, which is more robust and provides faster
and more accurate results than the original DDmax algorithm. This is especially advantageous
in the case of FP-related issues which appear infrequently and are thus hard to reproduce. When
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searching for unstable parts of the source code (functions/symbols or source code lines), a pre-
filtering feature also allows dramatically reducing the size of the search space by considering only
functions (or source code lines) which actually perform FP operations.

In terms of the mixed-precision optimization of HPC codes, Verrou now includes a new back-
end which emulates the use of single precision in the program (or any part of it). In combination
with the debugging features of Verrou, this can be used to identify which parts of the source
code are sensitive to FP issues and should remain in double precision.

The interest of these features was illustrated throughout the paper by examples taken from
the analysis of code aster, an industrial structural mechanics simulation tool. As an example,
the Delta-Debugging process now produces its first useful results after only 25 minutes, which
allows developers to start analyzing and debugging the code much sooner.

These new features make it possible to use Verrou not only as a diagnostic tool, but also as
an help and guide during the development.
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